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Investigating the Coherence Bandwidth and
Coherence Distance of Radio Signals Scattered from
Urban Building Point Clouds Using Physical Optics

Arjen Velkers

Abstract—In this paper the coherence bandwidth and coher-
ence distance of radio channel are investigated in a realistic non-
line-of-sight urban setting in Helsinki, where the geometrical
information of the environment is characterized using point
clouds and the scattered radio signals are computed using
physical optics with modified equivalent currents. The surface
irregularity of a street wall described by deterministic point
clouds is also modeled as a stochastic Gaussian process, providing
take-aways for other researchers on simulating the measured
reality. The computed radio channel is composed of specular
reflection and diffuse scattering at lower 5G frequency bands.
Coherence in frequency and spatial domains are calculated
and analyzed for different polarized pair of antennas at link
ends. The values provide take aways for other researchers on
how to design the radio systems for site-specific and mission-
critical urban scenarios. The results show that: 1) the antenna
polarization does not significantly influence the channel coherence
due to the non-negligible contribution of diffuse scattering (non-
specular) to radio channel; 2) the frequency continuity can still
be observed over 3.6 to 7.8 MHz, but the spatial consistency is
very bad ranging from 7.0 to 15.5 mm with the contamination
of the coherent specular reflection with the non-coherent diffuse
scattering.

Index Terms—Radio channel, urban outdoor, specular and
diffuse scattering, physical optics, coherence

I. INTRODUCTION

A radio channel is the physical medium where radio signals
travel from transmitter to receiver. As radio systems and
antennas are designable whilst the real-world environment
is uncontrollable, the description and characterization of a
radio propagation channel provide insightful information for
the optimized design of antennas and systems for site-specific
applications. A radio channel is mostly composed of multiple
components resulting from the different types of physical
mechanism of the radio-environment interactions, namely,
the direct line-of-sight (LOS), the specular reflection, the
diffraction, the penetration and the diffuse scattering [1].
Given the far-field plane wave assumptions, a multi-component
radio channel can be characterized as multipath, where the
”ingredients” of each path include the angle of arrival, the
angle of departure, the complex polorimetric gain, the delay
and the Doppler spread (if in mobility).

The frequency response of a time-varying multipath chan-
nel results in distinct performance metrics over the spatial-
temporal evolution, the antenna separation/irregularity and the
carrier frequency. The key parameters in spatial and frequency
domains include, but not limited to, the coherence bandwidth

and coherence distance [2]. The spatial and frequency co-
herence are used to quantitatively describe the spatial and
frequency selective fading that occurs in a channel. The
coherence bandwidth is the frequency range over which the
CTF holds a certain degree of correlation. The coherence
distance is the distance of the antenna separation beyond which
the channels associated with the separated antenna locations
are no longer correlated. The spatial coherence can provide
insight into whether a channel is in fast or slow fading when
a certain speed applied to a mobile antenna. The frequency
coherence tells whether a channel shows frequency selective
fading or flat fading.

Under the context of the intensive standardization and de-
ployment of 5G systems, the spatial and frequency coherence
for various scenarios at lower 5G band (sub-6 GHz) [3],[4]
and mmWave band [5] have been studied. The urban outdoor
is one of the most common communication scenarios, and
it is crucial that the radio systems perform in a decent
quality in such scenario even when mission-critical, e.g., under
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channel conditions. Limited studies
[6] have investigated the spatial and frequency coherence in
NLOS urban outdoor scenarios, where the wavelength, even
at the lower 5G band, is comparable to the dimension of the
urban building surface irregularity and hence diffuse scattering
occurs with non-negligible power contribution to the radio
channels [7].

Nevertheless, there have not been any paper, to the best
of the author’s knowledge, that investigates the correlation
properties for a large part of the lower band of the 5G standard,
in a scenario where the only pathway of radio signals from
transmitter to receiver is via a rough wall in a realistic urban
setting. Investigating this NLOS scenario could shed some
light on urban radio communications in critical connectivity
missions, thus is the goal of this paper. This paper investigates
multiple carrier frequency ranges falling in the scope of the
lower 5G bands can give insight into the frequency continuity
within these bands. Information on the frequency continuity
as well as the spatial consistency of the radio channel in
aforementioned scenarios provides hint on how to optimally
design the site-specific radio systems, especially in regard
to the use of modulation schemes like frequency-division
multiplexing.

In this paper, to study the spatial and frequency coherence,
both the realistic environment wherein the radio signals propa-
gate along and the mechanisms of radio-object interaction will
be described and modeled. The geometrical information of an
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Fig. 1: Raw point clouds in vertical plane along the street

urban street wall is captured by laser scanning as point clouds
(a.k.a. the 3D positioning data of objects). The macroscopic ir-
regularity of building surface is deterministically characterized
through the facets constructed from the neighbouring points.
Roughness profile with parameterization on key influencing
factors is further extracted for readers to generate stochasti-
cally the measured reality. With the geometrical information
including surface roughness, the electromagnetic properties
of materials including dielectric and conductivity, as well as
the definition of link terminals, the radio channel can be
computed and investigated in frequency-spatial domains. In
this paper, we use tri-polarized orthogonal dipoles (electric,
half-wavelength long) as antennas at link ends, as these dipole
modes form the generic fundamental set of arbitrary patterns of
antennas. Assuming the absence of LOS, the NLOS paths via
the rough wall are mainly composed of specular reflection and
diffuse scattering; we name the two mechanism collectively
as ”scattering”. The scattering is calculated by physical optics
(PO) with modified equivalent current approach (MECA) [8].
The carrier frequencies considered are the 3 GHz, 4 GHz and
5 GHz bands, covering the lower 5G bands providing insight
into the realistic scenario of pre-5G NLOS urban street.

The paper is organized as follows. The methodology is ex-
plained in section II. In section III the numerical investigation
is covered. Finally the paper is concluded in section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section, first we introduce the method on how to
capture and characterize the geometrical information (surface
irregularity) of a real-world street wall. Second we introduce
the radio signal computation method. At last, we illustrate the
key parameters extracted from the radio signals for engineering
take-aways.

A. Point clouds

When computing the scattering of radio waves from a wall
it is important to consider the surface irregularity. Note that
the inhomogeneity of wall materials is out of the scope of this
paper and we assume that the materials are all with the same
dielectric properties. The macroscopic surface irregularity is
described as a roughness profile which can be modeled either
stochastically or deterministically. In terms of the stochastic
modelling, the roughness is commonly modeled as a correlated

Fig. 2: Real-world street view provided by Google Map

Gaussian process [7], [9], whose key parameters are the root
mean square (rms) height and the correlation length. The
rms height gives an indication of the perpendicular roughness
profile as how much the height of the surface deviates from the
reference mean of the height. The correlation length tells more
about the parallel roughness profile as how fast the surface
profile varies over the spread of the surface. With the Rayleigh
or the more rigorous Fraunhofer criteria [10], it is possible to
determine the degree of roughness of a surface with the rms
height, the incident angle and the wavelength.

One the other hand, the surface roughness profile can be
acquired deterministically as point clouds [5], from which the
stochastic profile mentioned above can also be extracted. The
point cloud in this paper is obtained by laser scanning of
the Aleksanderinkatu street in the center of Helsinki, Finland.
A glance at the real-world street view can be found in Fig.
2, where the main construction materials in the street are
tinted window glass and architectural stone. The point clouds
were obtained by doing multiple scanning measurements at
several locations. The accuracy of the collected points is about
1 mm at the 5 m distance from the laser scanner, and the
point cloud density is approximately 0.9 points per cm2. Since
laser scanning has greater uncertainty in capturing transparent
objects, the window surfaces are manually filled in afterwards
from the captured raw data.

As is shown in Fig. 1, the point cloud was constructed from
the laser scanned data, where the captured wall is 85.4 m
in length and 28.7 m in height. The reconstruction of a few
neighbouring points into a local surface generates a facet. A
normal vector is calculated for each of these facets. To make
predictions about the channels and furthermore the spatial and
frequency coherence, as well as to evaluate the applicability of
the scattering computation technique, the roughness profile of
the wall surface is characterized from the point cloud and fit to
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TABLE I: Roughness profile of the wall

Parameter Value [cm]

Large scale rms height 11.14

Small scale

rms height 0.33

Average side length of facets 1.84

Average distance between points 2.03

Correlation length in z-direction 19.75

Correlation length in x-direction 18.75

the stochastic correlated Gaussian process with key parameters
extracted.

Prior to the roughness characterization of the point cloud,
the alignment to eradicate the coordinate offset caused by the
biased view angles from scanner’s positions, as well as the
outlier elimination, were implemented. It is worth noting that
the global coordinate system follows the coordinate shown in
Fig. 1. The length of the wall surface runs in the x direction
and the height in the z direction. As can be observed from the
Fig. 1, the perpendicular roughness profile, or the rms height,
is aligned with the y-axis, whilst the parallel roughness profile,
or the coherence length, is aligned with the x-z plane. For
characterizing roughness a distinction is made between the
large scale and small scale. The large scale roughness tells
more about the height variation as a result of the ridges and
grooves in the wall. The small scale roughness is taken over
the relatively ”flat” parts of the wall and gives more useful
information for predicting the specular and diffuse scattering.
For both the large and small scales the rms height of the
surface is computed and shown in Table I. Moreover, the
average size of the facet generated with neighbouring points
is also computed and shown in the table, giving information
about the applicability of the PO method at certain frequencies.
In addition, the correlation length of the surface roughness in
the x and z direction is also calculated and shown in Table I.

B. Computation of radio signals

1) Physical optics with modified equivalent current: To
compute the radio channel composing of scattered multipath,
PO with modified equivalent current approach is utilized. PO
is an intermediate method between geometrical optics that
ignores wave effects, and full wave methods using precise
electromagnetic theory. PO gives a good approximation of
the electromagnetic fields when applied to high frequency
and low curvature scenarios in the lit region. A high fre-
quency approximation method indicates that the surface of
an object is much larger compared to the wavelength of
impinging waves. The lit region is the region illuminated by
sources. PO has wide applicability for scatterers with different
shapes and materials. Although it was originally developed
for analyzing scattering from perfect electric conductor, the
concept of current approximation is general and applicable for
dielectric materials and bodies with surface impedance [11].
PO takes less computation time compared to rigorous full wave
approaches where the induced currents on a scatterer surface
are determined by a large set of linear equations [12], which

can be extremely time-consuming. The major source of errors
in PO is at the edge of surface, or when the surface curvature
is large and multiple reflections occur. This source of errors
can be neglected in this paper: as the scale of the captured
wall is much larger than the first or second Fresnel zone of
Tx/Rx locations, the building corner edge and the other local
edge effect are ignored.

The standard process of applying PO-MECA to compute the
scattered field and furthermore the channel is as follows. The
incident fields impinging on a surface create the equivalent
electric and magnetic surface currents. These surface currents
act as a source, creating the electric and magnetic fields
that radiate away from the surface. The surface should be
considered as flat. To account for the fact that the street
wall surface in this paper is rough, the surface is divided
into smaller local surfaces (a.k.a. facets), whose dimensions
are much smaller than the wavelength of the radio signal.
These facets are regarded as flat, which means that PO is
applicable. The total scattered field in this case is the sum of
the contributions from all the relevant facets.

The key equations of the PO with MECA used in this paper
are shown as below. The way the incidence field determines the
equivalent electric current J and equivalent magnetic current
M is depicted below:

J =
1

η
Einc

TE cos Θinc (1−RTE) êTE

+ Einc
TM (1−RTM) (n̂× êTE) |∆S

M = Einc
TE (1 + RTE) (êTE × n̂)

+ Einc
TM cos Θinc (1 + RTM) êTE |∆S

(1)

where Einc
TE and Einc

TM are the transverse electric (TE) and
the transverse magnetic (TM) components of the incident
electric field Einc respectively, Θinc is the incident angle to
the facet, RTE and RTM are the TE and TM mode reflection
coefficients, respectively, êTE denotes the unit vector of the
TE mode field, and η =

q
µ
−j σω

denotes the impedance of
free space where µ is the free space permeability, is the
permittivity, σ is the conductivity, ω = 2πf is the angular
frequency and f denotes the frequency. How the narrowband
channel is determined by the antenna responses and the
scattered field calculated by PO-MECA is shown below:

H (f) =

LX
l=1

Arx (k, f)Escat (k,κ, f)AT
tx (κ, f) (2)

where H ∈ CNr×Nt is the channel transfer function (CTF)
composed of scattered multipath, Escat ∈ C3×3 is the scat-
tered field as Cartesian vector, Atx = [atx,x,atx,y,atx,z] ∈
CNt×3 is the array response of Tx antennas, Arx =
[arx,x,arx,y,arx,z] ∈ CNr×3 is the array response of Rx
antennas, l = 1, . . . , L is the index for the facet in effective
surface area, L is the total facet number, and f denotes the
frequency. κ = [xt, yt, zt] denotes the unit vector from the Tx
location to the facet center, k = [xr, yr, zr] denotes the unit
vector from the facet center to the Rx location. Nt denotes
the number of transmitting antenna polarizations and Nr the
number of receiving antennas.
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Fig. 3: Simulation setup to test the scattering computation
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Fig. 4: The scattered power against observation angle for flat
and rough surfaces

2) Verification of the computation: The way waves scatter
from a surface, depends on the roughness of the surface.
The scattered field from a surface with a certain degree of
roughness can be described as the combination of a mean and
a fluctuating component, where the mean component indicates
the contribution of specular reflection from a flat surface and
the fluctuation component corresponds to diffuse scattering
from surface irregularity [10]. Therefore to validate our code
of PO-MECA, scattering is simulated for various roughness
profiles in the cut plane specular to the incidence field. As is
shown Fig.3, the incident field is in angle of 30◦ relative to
the surface plane, and the observation angles are uniformly
sampled in the specular cut plane as the dot line. The size
of the surface is 1 m2 and the observation distance is 10
m or 100λ. In this verification simulation, both Tx and Rx
antennas are z-polarized and the center frequency is 3 GHz.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the scattering from the surfaces that
are not flat, can be seen as the combination of the reflection
from the flat surface with a fluctuating component coming
from the roughness of the surface. It can also be observed
that the rougher the surface, the bigger the contribution from
the fluctuating component. The observations are within the
theoretical expectations hence the validity of the code is
verified.

C. Coherence bandwidth and coherence distance

For the calculation of the coherence bandwidth, a vast range
of narrowband signals with constant spacing in frequency is
transmitted over the channel to form a wideband channel.

This range should be larger than the expected coherence
bandwidth so that the multipath can be resolved for inspection.
The wideband CTF H ∈ CNt×Nr is obtained over Nf

frequency points for all polarized combinations. The coherence
bandwidth can be calculated from H in two ways.

On one hand, the coherence bandwidth can be found by
the ACF. By the correlating the ACF of H over all sampled
frequencies, ACF coefficients are found as a function of
frequency lag. The ACF coefficient of each polarized pair
{α, β} = {xx, xy, xz, yx, yy, yz, zx, zy, zz} is normalized
by:

ρm =

PNf−m
nf=1 H

nf
{α,β}H

nf+m

{α,β}PNf
nf=1 H{α, β}

nfH{α, β}nf
, (3)

where nf = 1, . . . , Nf is the index of the transmitted nar-
rowband signals at the nf -th frequency sample, and m is
the index for the lag. The coherence bandwidth is defined
as the lag value multiplying the frequency spacing at which
the correlation goes below a certain level. Commonly chosen
levels are 1/e, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 [13].

The other method for computing the coherence bandwidth
is by looking at the delay spread. The delay spread is a
measure of the difference in time of arrival of the earliest major
path and the delayed paths. The delay spread is in the time
domain and related to the impulse response of the channel.
The impulse response of the channel can be obtained from
the CTF by the inverse Fourier transform. From this impulse
response the power delay profile (PDP) can be found. PDP
shows the power of the delayed multipath components. From
the PDP the mean delay spread and the rms delay spread [14]
can be computed. The rms delay spread τrms and coherence
bandwidth are related where a common relation [14] is given
by:

Bc = 1/(α · τrms), (4)

where α depends on the shape of PDP and the simulation envi-
ronment. The delay spread will not be converted to coherence
bandwidth in this paper as deriving a value for α is not possible
with current simulation setup. In this computation setting,
obtaining an empirical value for α can only be achieved by
randomly generating the rough wall following the extracted
surface profile. Due to time and computing restraints this is
out of the scope for this paper, but it is good to be aware that
the coherence bandwidth can be derived by using this method,
given the appropriate settings.

The coherence distance is calculated from the ACF of
transfer functions over a spatial evolution. To obtain the
coherence distance, the distance between the Tx and Rx
antennas is changed. From the coherence distance it is also
straightforward to obtain the coherence time. If the speed of
the mobile antenna is known the coherence time is simply the
coherence distance divided by the speed.

III. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Acceleration of computation

To speed up PO-MEAC computation in an efficient yet
effective manner for the large street wall in Helsinki, the
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following strategies are applied. First, the integration of the
current densities over the facets is simplified, where the phase
distribution over each facet is assumed to be constant. With
everything inside the field integral being constant over the
facet, everything can be taken outside the integral and the
integral just yields the size of the facets. Second, the facets
within certain surface area, i.e., only part of the street wall
instead of the entire wall captured by point clouds, are used.
The minimum yet effective choice of the target wall surface
can greatly enhance the runtime and save computation power.
To this end, the effective surface is proposed to be the part of
the wall where most of the occurred scattering can impinge
on the receiver. The following is the reasoning to find this
effective surface. In the case of specular reflection, the Fresnel
zone between the Tx and the mirror source of Rx to the
wall is the effective area that specular reflection occurs. By
calculating the effective area using reflections for point cloud
[15], it yields effective areas that are smaller than the first
Fresnel zone. In the case of diffuse scattering co-existing with
specular reflection, using the aforementioned effective surface
for specular reflection would underestimate the actual field
strengths, due to the ”diffuse” nature. Therefore the effective
area is made larger than the in [15] to incorporate as much ds
contribution as possible within the constraints of computing
power. The settled value for the effective area will be 5 times
the first Fresnel zone.

The center of this spanned version of the effective surface
of specular reflection is the intersection line from the source
to the mirror image of the receiver over the wall.

B. Simulation specification

The key parameters for simulating the NLOS urban street
radio channel propagating via the rough wall are shown in
Table II. The frequency bands satisfy 1) the applicability of
the PO technique and 2) are also useful common pre-5G bands.
One the one hand, the way how radio waves interact with the
environment depends largely on frequency. With the increase
of frequency, the wavelength becomes smaller and the radio
signals ”see” (or perceive) the small scale objects as becoming
larger. To accurately represent the physical reality, the scale
of the facets should be much smaller (in the order of 0.1λ)
than the wavelength. This effectively puts an upper limit on
the applicable frequency to the point clouds with fixed density.
On the other hand, choosing the frequency range falling within
the regulated 5G bands makes the simulation scenario relevant.
The 5G standard has two frequency ranges, a sub-6 GHz band
and a band that goes from 25 GHz to 40GHz or above [16].
The mnWave bands are too high for PO to be applicable to
the given point cloud, where the wavelength becomes smaller
than the average side length of the locally constructed facet
from point cloud. Therefore frequencies in the lower band are
used. The simulations are conducted at the 3 GHz, 4 GHz
and 5 GHz bands. Correspondingly, the side length of the
facets compared to the wavelength is 0.18λ, 0.24λ and 0.31λ
at 3 GHz, 4 GHz and 5 GHz respectively. To capture the
multipath effect, the wideband channel is simulated sweeping
2000 frequency samples over a bandwidth of 400 MHz.

TABLE II: Simulation Specifications

Parameter Value

band 1 band 2 band 3

Center frequency 3 GHz 4 Ghz 5 GHz

Bandwidth 400 MHz

Tx antenna type x-, y-, z- oriented half-wavelength dipoles

Rx antenna type x-, y-, z- oriented half-wavelength dipoles

Tx antenna location x = −50, y = −5, z = 5 [m]

Rx antenna lications x = −20.5 to x = −19.5, y = 2.5, z = 2 [m]

2.8 2.85 2.9 2.95 3 3.05 3.1 3.15 3.2
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Fig. 5: Channel transfer functions at different signal frequen-
cies at constants Tx-Rx separation of 31.1 m

As can be observed from Table II, there is a height dif-
ference of the Tx and Rx antennas. In our scenario, the Tx
antenna is assumed to be mounted on a lamp post as a BS
antenna and the Rx antenna is assumed to be mobile (either
handheld or mounted above a vehicle) as a UE antenna. The
simulated radio channel is for downlink. The tri-polarized
(orthogonal x-y-z-polarized) half-wavelength electric dipoles
are assumed as link ends antennas. The setups of antennas
represent a genetic case where the arbitrary antenna patterns
can be described as the weighted sum of the fundamental
dipole modes. The initial distance between Tx and Rx antennas
is set to 30 m. To investigate the coherence distance the
Rx antenna moves further away from the Tx antenna in a
path parallel to the wall. The distance sweep contains 2000
locations where the Rx antenna moves in a total of 1 m, such
that the spatial resolution is decently high.

C. Numerical examples

There are 3 × 3 polarized pairs of Tx-Rx antennas and
mainly the results with z-polarized Tx and Rx are demon-
strated here. The readers can find the rest results in the
Appendix. Examples of the developments of the CTF am-
plitudes at the aforementioned frequency bands and spatial
samples are plotted in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. It can be
observed that the channel experiences frequency-dependent
periodic deep fades. To provide a quantitative insight into the
periodicity of these fades, the normalized ACFs of the channel
against frequency spread and antenna separation are shown
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. From these normalized
ACFs, the coherence bandwidths are extracted: B0.9 = 4.8
MHz, B0.9 = 4.2 MHz and B0.9 = 4.2 MHz for 3 GHz, 4
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Fig. 6: Channel amplitude vs Tx-Rx separation for different
center frequencies
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Fig. 7: Normalized correlation function against frequency
separation

GHz and 5 GHz, respectively. Along with this the coherence
distances are obtained, yielding: D0.9 = 11 mm, D0.9 = 11
mm and D0.9 = 9 mm. These values are very similar over
the 2 GHz gap from 3 GHz to 5 GHz; in other words, the
correlation properties don’t change over the 3 frequency bands.
Furthermore the coherence distances can easily be converted
to coherence time by multiplying them with the speed of the
mobile antenna. If for example the mobile antenna is assumed
to be moving at an average walking speed of 1.5 m/s, the
coherence times are: 16.5 ms, 16.5 ms and 13.5 ms for 3
GHz, 4 GHz and 5 GHz. In addition, from CTF the PDP is
calculated and shown in Fig. 9. From these PDPs the rms
delay spreads τrms are calculated, giving τrms = 24.7 ns,
τrms = 21.8 ns and τrms = 42.3 ns for 3 GHz, 4 GHz
and 5 GHz, respectively. Since only the first-order scattering
is taken into account the computation, given the fact that
the delay resolution is 1

400e6 = 2.5 ns, the numbers of the
effective delay bins are roughly 10, 9, 17, respectively. Since
the effective surface contributing to the scattering connecting
Tx and Rx is limited, the effective delay bin is also limited
whereas the rest delay bins fall into the noise floor. The rms
delay spreads for all frequencies and all polarized pairs are
displayed in Fig 10 at a fixed Tx-Rx separation of 31.6 m. In
addition to one particular large value at 5 GHz, there is no
significant variations of τrms over different polarized pairs,
which coincides with the case for the coherent bandwidth.
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Fig. 8: Normalized correlation function against antenna sepa-
ration
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Fig. 9: PDP

D. Discussion

From the results some observations can be made. Firstly
the correlation properties do not seem to depend on the polar-
izations of the receiving or transmitting antenna. Particularly
interesting is the fact that there is no observable difference
in correlation properties between co-polarization and cross-
polarization. This is likely because of the high diffuse scatter-
ing component in the scattered signal. Another observation that
can be made is that the correlation properties do not change
in a significant way for the considered three frequency bands,
pointing frequency continuity in this scenario. The coherence
distance is smaller than the considered wavelength, where
the spatial consistency is critical and one can expect severe
link quality changes over spatial evolution under such NLOS
scenarios.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the frequency-spatial domain
coherence of the polarized radio propagation channel in a
realistic non-line-of-sight urban setting in Helsinki, Finland.
Point clouds were used to encapsulate the geometrical and
roughness information of a real-world street wall. Scattering,
including both the specular and diffused reflections, was calcu-
lated by using physical optics and modified equivalent currents
approach. The radio channel was calculated from the scattered
field involving the effects of array responses at link ends. From
the transfer functions of the computed channels, the coherence
bandwidth and coherence distance were analyzed with regard
to influencing factors of co- and cross- polarization, frequency
continuity, spatial consistency.
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Fig. 10: τrms for all frequency bands and all polarized pairs
of Tx-Rx antennas

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• The surface irregularity of the urban street wall captured

by the deterministic point clouds is modeled as a cor-
related Gaussian process, where the parameterization of
the process provides valuable take-aways for the readers.
One does not need to repeat laser scanning measurements
but just using the extracted parameters to emulate the
realistic urban street scenario for the purpose of radio
system design or simply for its geometrical attribute.

• With carrier frequencies at lower 5G band, under the
mission-critical non-line-of-sight scenarios where spec-
ular reflection and diffuse scattering contribute to the
channel, it is found that the polarization of antennas at
link ends does not play a critical role in influencing the
channel coherence.

• In terms of coherence, despite of the mix of both
specular and diffuse components each with considerable
power contribution, frequency continuity can still be
expected, but the spatial consistency is very bad due to
the contamination of the coherent specular reflection with
non-coherent diffuse scattering. The computed coherence
bandwidth ranges from 3.6 to 7.8 MHz, and the coher-
ence distance ranges from 7.0 to 15.5 mm where the
wavelength range is from 60 to 100 mm.

As future work, the computation efficiency of the code can
be further improved to support a virtual walk of the mobile
user in large distances with wideband frequency sweeping,
to further provide empirical values of coherence distance and
bandwidth. Furthermore, the localization of active users in
such critical scenarios through the scattered radio multipath is
also an interesting direction to go, which combines both com-
munication and sensing at the right time of the commencement
of 6G research.

APPENDIX

The appendix tables include Table 11, Table 12, Table 13,
Table 14, Table 15, and Table 16.
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